Behaviour Guidance
– Relating to Children
- Written by Dr Brenda Abbey
Guiding Children’s Behaviour is one of the most
frequently requested workshop topics in the early
education and care sector. It is also the workshop from
which educators are most likely to leave disappointed,
or be initially motivated but soon disappointed that
few of the strategies suggested work for them.
Perhaps the greatest contributing factor to this problem
is that educators collect strategies to guide children’s
behaviour in the same way as they collect ideas for
arranging indoor learning spaces, displaying children’s
work, or undertaking craft or cooking activities. While
using good ideas can be effective in most areas, not all
seemingly good ideas work in behaviour guidance.
The explanation is simple. Our behaviour guidance
strategies need to be consistent with our beliefs about
the way children learn to behave¬IE¬ACQUIRE¬SOCIAL¬
SKILLS ¬7ITH¬THIS¬IN¬MIND ¬A¬@MUST¬DO¬BEFORE¬ATTENDING¬
any workshop on behaviour guidance, or adopting a
new strategy or idea is to clarify what we believe about
the way children learn to behave.

Clarifying beliefs
4HE¬!USTRALIAN¬.ATIONAL¬1UALITY¬&RAMEWORK¬.1& ¬
draws upon convincing research findings that human
beings are born with a strong need to belong, and to
BE¬VALUED¬AND¬RESPECTED¬BY¬OTHERS¬&URTHER ¬THE¬.1&¬
identifies educators as pivotal in helping children satisfy
their need to belong, and in scaffolding children’s
relationships between children and with the adults
within the service.
Since our behaviour guidance strategies must be
CONSISTENT¬WITH¬THE¬.1& ¬THESE¬STRATEGIES¬NEED¬TO¬
facilitate children’s desire to belong and to uphold
their dignity. We would not therefore, use behaviour
guidance strategies that would in any way better one
child’s social standing at the expense of another. One
such strategy that comes to mind is ‘parallel praise’
where one child is praised to coerce others to follow
that child’s behaviour. “Wow, Jamie! I like the way
YOURE¬PACKING¬UP¬THE¬BLOCKSv¬SAID¬FOR¬OTHER¬CHILDREN¬TO¬
HEAR¬WITH¬THE¬MOTIVE¬THAT¬THEY¬COPY¬*AMIE ¬¬¬
!LSO¬CONSISTENT¬WITH¬THE¬.1&¬IS¬THE¬UNDERSTANDING¬THAT¬
social skills are complex, and acquiring and perfecting
THEM¬IS¬A¬WORK IN PROGRESS¬FOR¬US¬ALL¬&ROM¬TIME¬TO¬TIME ¬
everyone makes mistakes, especially young children. In
his 1995 article in Young Children, titled ‘Misbehavior
or mistaken behavior’, Gartrell explained that this is
because the social experiences of young children are
limited and their thinking skills are still developing.
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Identifying our role
Myth 1: Guiding children’s behaviour takes us away
from our work with the children. Nothing could be
further from the truth. Guiding children’s behaviour is
NOT¬A¬DISTRACTION¬FROM¬OUR¬WORK¬IT¬IS¬A¬VERY¬IMPORTANT¬
and large part of our work. Equipping children with
the social skills to relate happily, purposefully, and
respectfully with others is one of the greatest gifts we
can impart to them.
Myth 2: Children’s behavioural mistakes need to
be drawn to their attention, so that they know not
to repeat them. We excitedly encourage children’s
attempts to walk and talk, to use a spoon, and to
wash their hands, all of this without emphasising
their ‘mistakes’ or punishing their failed attempts. We
need to take a similar approach for many of children’s
attempts to use new social and thinking skills. We need
to encourage them and support them as they learn
these new social skills.
Myth 3: Our behaviour guidance strategies need to be
quite different if we have children with challenging
behaviour in our group. No matter how appropriate
our behaviour guidance strategies are, or how skilfully
we use them, they will not work with all children.
Some children have highly complex social needs, and
they require us to use specific and quite specialised
STRATEGIES¬9OU¬SHOULD¬STILL¬RE EVALUATE¬YOUR¬BELIEFS¬AND¬
strategies, but do so in an informed way. Meanwhile,
respond to all of the ways children acquire social
skills, and recognise that the onlooking children are
also learning from your responses to other children,
including those with challenging behaviours. Educators
with a clear vision of their beliefs, their role, and which
strategies will be effective and consistent with their
beliefs, are better placed to apply strategies for children
with highly complex behaviour guidance needs.

Remember, our role in guiding children’s behaviour is to:
s¬ 0ROVIDE¬CHILDREN¬WITH¬A¬PHYSICAL¬ENVIRONMENT¬THAT¬
supports happy and harmonious play.
s¬ -ODEL¬RESPECTFUL¬AND¬SKILFUL¬SOCIAL¬INTERACTIONS¬WITH¬
others, including children.
s¬ 5SE¬CHILDRENS¬INEVITABLE¬MISTAKES¬AS¬OPPORTUNITIES¬TO¬
TEACH¬THEM¬SOCIAL¬SKILLS¬n¬WITHOUT¬IMPATIENCE ¬ANGER ¬
judgement, or the need to highlight to children that
they did the wrong thing/made a mistake.
We know from our own experience that others bringing
our mistakes to our attention is less helpful to us than
being shown a better way to do the task. Educators need
to know a range of strategies to plan and sustain a social
environment that supports children playing happily and
harmoniously with one another.

Teaching social skills
Educators also need to learn and use strategies for
teaching social skills. If we are to teach children social
SKILLS ¬WE¬NEED¬A¬WELL REHEARSED¬REPERTOIRE¬OF¬SKILFUL¬
professional responses to draw from at those times
when children need us to shape their social skills or to
teach them new skills and guide their behaviour. Just as
ACQUIRING¬SOCIAL¬SKILLS¬IS¬A¬LIFE LONG¬PROCESS¬FOR¬US¬ALL ¬SO¬
too is our task as educators in acquiring and perfecting
strategies to teach these social skills to children.
If we are honest, part of our problem in teaching social
skills to children is that we are not clear about what
these social skills entail.
Let me use the example of how we would approach
supporting a lone/regularly excluded child to be
accepted in group play with other children. Maybe
your first instinct would be to ask the other children if
the child could join their play, appeal to their sense of
FAIRNESS ¬OR¬SOMETHING¬SIMILAR¬(OWEVER ¬IF¬WE¬CONSIDER¬
how we would personally manage joining a small group
at a social gathering, we would feel uncomfortable
if someone intervened in that way on our behalf.
Instead we would be more likely to listen to the group’s
conversation and, when timely, contribute something
that the group would value or be interested in. Perhaps
then, a strategy for supporting a child to join a group of
children playing ‘cars’ might be to suggest to the child to
DRIVE¬A¬lRE TRUCK¬OR¬POLICE¬CAR¬TO¬THE¬SCENE¬AS¬IF¬SOMEONE¬
had made a 000 call.

Social environment
Most educators know that the physical environment

impacts upon children’s behaviour, and so provide
AESTHETICALLY¬ATTRACTIVE¬AND¬WELL ORGANISED¬ENVIRONMENTS ¬
where children can freely select resources and activities.
(OWEVER ¬EDUCATORS¬SHOULD¬ALSO¬INVOLVE¬CHILDREN¬IN¬
devising rules and guidelines to govern their social
environment.
Successful social environments display rules to guide the
way children look after the environment and relate to
one another and their educators. These rules need to be
developed with the children, couched in positive terms
EG¬BE¬KIND¬TO¬OTHERS ¬OPENLY¬DISPLAYED ¬FREQUENTLY¬
discussed with the children, and used as the point of
reference when responding to children’s social mistakes
and unacceptable behaviour.
Even educators working with infants and toddlers can
still rehearse this process in their mind, and use these
rules to guide their responses to children.
The task for educators is to learn how to effectively
LEAD¬A¬SESSION¬TO¬DEVISE¬THESE¬RULES¬DISCUSS¬THEM¬WITH¬
CHILDREN¬AND ¬MOST¬IMPORTANTLY ¬USE¬THEM¬AS¬THE¬POINT¬OF¬
reference when talking to a child who has not followed
them.

Encouragement and choice
Children are encouraged when their efforts are
acknowledged in a way that develops their ability to
recognise and accept their positive qualities, strengths,
or internal resources. Encouragement focuses on the
DEED¬RATHER¬THAN¬THE¬DOER ¬DEVELOPS¬THE¬ABILITY¬TO¬SELF
evaluate, and enables children to value learning and to
WORK¬FOR¬SELF SATISFACTION¬)T¬ACCEPTS¬AND¬RESPECTS¬DIVERSE¬
abilities and strengths rather than compares.
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Behaviour Guidance
– Relating to Children - continued
The task for educators is to understand the difference
between praise and encouragement, and the different
effects each of these has on the child to whom they are
directed and the onlooking children.
When we remind children of the rules, we need not
make it sound like a censure. For example, the old
faithful approach goes something like this: “Stop! What
ARE¬YOU¬DOINGv¬!¬LESS¬CENSORIOUS¬REMINDER¬COULD¬BE¬
“What do our rules say about this? Are you able to
FOLLOW¬THE¬RULES¬NOW¬(OW¬CAN¬)¬HELP¬YOU¬TO¬FOLLOW¬THE¬
rules?“
A choice approach goes further and refers to carers
extending to children the right to decide upon
significant aspects of their day. Importantly, it also
refers to carers providing children with options or
alternative behaviours to replace inappropriate
behaviours.

saving you energy

The task for educators is to learn the difference
between either/or and how choices can be effectively
used when guiding children’s behaviour.
Guiding Children’s Behaviour may well remain one of
the most frequently requested workshops in the early
EDUCATION¬AND¬CARE¬SECTOR¬(OWEVER ¬THESE¬WORKSHOPS¬
would be most useful to educators if they enhanced
PROFESSIONAL¬SKILLS¬IN¬SOCIAL¬PROBLEM SOLVING¬AND¬CREATING¬
a social environment that enables children to learn
the behaviours that will support their development
and interactions with other children and in the wider
community.
Dr Brenda Abbey www.childcarebydesign.com.au is an
early education and care consultant with expertise in
THE¬.13 ¬%9,&¬AND¬-4/0¬3HE¬DEVELOPS¬.13¬0ROlLES¬OF¬
SERVICES ¬CONDUCTS¬WORKSHOPS¬AND¬PRODUCES¬%9,&¬AND¬
MTOP resources. Contact Brenda via her mobile 0419
661 or email info@childcarebydesign.com.au
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